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SHIRAZ / GREAT SOUTHERN / 2014

COLOUR

NOSE

PALATE

WINEMAKER COMMENTS

FOOD PAIRING

VINTAGE NOTES

Deep red with a purple hue.

Lifted dense dark fruits, sweet spice and a hint of white pepper.

A well structured wine showing a refined, linear palate with ample 
f leshiness of bramble fruit, subtle pepper and toast with well integrated 
chewy tannins leading to a long finish. 

Strong f lavoured red meat dishes

Winter was relatively mild and we had well above average rainfall in late 
Spring / early Winter which resulted in good soil water content and good 
spring growth to start the season off. Fruit set was good and even, which 
along with strong growth meant we were set up for good even ripening. The 
weather came to the party with summer temperatures being amazingly even. 
Sunshine hours were high and consistent. Summer rainfall was very low 
resulting in low disease pressure. Perfect conditions continued throughout 
March which was critical to the reds developing intense f lavour and fine, 
ripe tannins. The reds were harvested in excellent condition.

The 2014 Ironrock Shiraz was machine harvested then destemmed/crushed 
into fermenters where it was cold soaked to extract and retain desirable 
varietal f lavours and aromas. When actively fermenting post inoculation 
they were pumped over with aeration twice a day, temperature was held 
around 25°C to prevent over extraction of tannins locked in the skins. 
Maceration was not extended due to the same reason. The wine was then 
transferred in barrel for malolactic fermentation allowing a soft integration 
of the grape and Oak tannins. The wine was fined with egg whites then 
bottled after 18 months barrel maturation.

WINEMAKER: MICHAEL NG
GROWING AREA: ALBANY GREAT SOUTHERN WA 
BOTTLING DATE: OCTOBER 2015
TITRATABLE ACIDITY: 6.46 / PH: 3.49
ALC/VOL: 13.5% 
MATURATION: 18 MONTHS
OAK: FRANCOIS FRERES, ST MARTIN, SIRUGUE
CELLAR POTENTIAL: 8-10 YEARS PLUS


